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A REJOINDER TO DR. FOGEL 

PROFESSOR E. C. HAYES 
Miami University 

The foregoing "reply" has reference to- only one of the series 
of articles mentioned in its caption. It rests mainly on the claim 
that I misunderstood Dr. Fogel, and not that the positions which 
I advocated in that article were erroneous. 

It disclaims that Dr. Fogel ever said that "description does 
not enter, at all in sociological study." That would have been 
an absurdity tool great to' be discussed. 

It then objects to the statement that the metaphysical use of 
the word "appreciation" is based on the metaphysical doctrine 
of Professor Royce. It is true, no doubt, that metaphysicians 
who, disagree with Royce on other points adopt the distinction 
between "appreciation" and "description" which he worked out. 
Professor Baldwin in his Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychol- 
ogy, in connection with this definition of "appreciation," states 
that these terms are due tot Professor Royce, so that in selecting 
early elaboration of them it seems proper to choose, as I did, that 
early elaboration o'f them which, together with still earlier writ- 
ings o,f Professor Royce, sufficed to secure their incorporation in 
the current philosophical vocabulary. Not disagreement as to 
the history of these terms, if any be possible, has the least bear- 
ing on the present discussion. And no metaphysical implications 
peculiar to Pro'fesso'r Royce are essential to' my argument; on 
the contrary, I expressly and repeatedly show that, if my argu- 
ment is valid at all, it is as valid with reference to' one set of meta- 
physical suppositions as another. Consequently a criticism or 
reply of this kind is a case of ignoratio elenchi, or argument 
beside the issue. 

Next the objector says that when I attribute to him the view 
that "certain essential spiritual realities with which sociology 
must deal can be knowwn only by appreciation," my "location of 
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the word 'essential' distorts his meaning." As evidence that he 
nowhere said such a thing he quotes one passage in which he did 
not say exactly that. Such logic also deserves a bad name, espe- 
cially when his very next words, after those which he quotes 
(p. I4), are: 

But when we get to the real study of social phenomena, and want to get 
the inner springs of sociality-or, to speak in a physical analogy, the "ener- 
getics" of sociality-we must go to appreciation; for it seems to me that those 
motives or inner springs which lead to the interaction of conscious wills, and 
which as such are an essential and self-expressive part of human life and 
activity, are beyond [this word he italicizes] the sphere of description,. 
but are indispensable in the search for social causality. 

The reason he gives for objecting to my "location of the wo,rd 
'essential"' amounts to this, that "certain" included parts are the 
whole, if essential. Odd logic again! 

The next paragraph reveals such a misapprehension of my 
article as to suggest that, in the way oif misapprehension, all 
things are possible to one who is searching for something to 
which to reply. It sets out with the assertion that "Professor 
Hayes holds that his subject-matter is the 'permanent;'" when, 
in fact, I state (p. 636) that there is a sense in which the social 
realities under discussion are "neither describable, permanent, nor 
public," when my whole series of articles is based upoll the 
reiterated doctrine that the reality to be studied is the process of 
interweaving experience-activities, and the entire discussion to 
which this reply refers is devoted to, showing how prevalent 
activities, even prevalent sentiments and motives, which have 
neither permanence nor publicity of the kind belonging to moun- 
tains and buildings, are nevertheless amenable to truly scientific 
study, without the intervention of metaphysical elements. The 
remainder of the paragraph quotes, and discusses, as arguments 
of mine, portions of my opening statement o,f the position which 
I proceed to repudiate and set aside! 

The next criticism states that a reference made to, the etiologi- 
cal element in description oif social phenomena is not adequate 
to give a clear notion of that subject. The objector fails to note 
that the paragraph of which he complains (p. 633) includes the 
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statement, "This requires to be read in the light olf what was 
said in sec. v," which gave an extended discussion of sociological 
etiology. He not only complains, in spite of this, that I give 
only a vague reference to this subject, but thereupon proceeds to 
criticize what he chooses to, guess-and guesses erroneously 
enough-is my position in the matter. 

The succeeding paragraph challenges me to show that in 
words or in meaning he denies that emotions are "describable 
at all." I specify emotions in his denial rather than using a 
more inclusive term, because with reference to emotions it is 
least easy to disprove his denial. Thus I give to the view I oppose 
the benefit of drawing attention to its most plausible point. 
His challenge is already sufficiently met by the previous quotation 
in which he declares, with italics, that the "motives and inner 
springs of sociality" are "beyond the sphere of description." 
Without looking farther than the fourth page of his first article, 
I come upon this: "Real meaning in the world of objective 
experience is gotten only through appreciation." On page 362 
he says: "We cannot get at those appreciations descriptively. 
But those appreciations are an essential (the objectionable word 
again) and determining element," etc. It seems unnecessary to 
look over the remaining forty-nine pages of his discussion for 
other repetitions of the position. In the second half of this para- 
graph he tests the "intrinsic value" of my argument by a toiuch- 
stone which deserves attention for the diversion which it affords. 
He objects: "If it is true that the description conveys the emo- 
tion . . . . then does it not follow that the reader has the 
emotion . . . . falls in love with the heroine?" etc. But all I 
claimed was that one can "convey by language all this, which one 
keeps in remembrance, just as well as what we call the descrip- 
tion of a percept can be conveyed." Now when one "conveys by 
language the description of a percept," say of a Chinese pagoda, 
does he convey the pagoda so that the reader has it, or does a 
description of the measles impart the disease? 

Dr. Fogel's next imputation is: "My critic dogmatically 
accuses, me of misapprehending Professor Giddings' statement." 
Mv dogmatic accusation was worded thus (p. 633): 
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May not this merely indicate, either that this particular sociologist [Pro- 
fessor Giddings] has not set forth clearly the relation of sociology to 
metaphysical concepts [a kind of task no rore incumbent on him than on 
the physicist], or possibly that Dr. Fogel has not so perfectly apprehended the 
sociologist's position as to avoid misunderstanding? 

It would have been better first toi say that he was right with 
reference to Professor Giddings' form of words, and then to 
proceed, as I did, with the question of interpretation, saying: 
"Might not" the words of Giddings "in reality mean precisely 
what the metaphysical monist means when he asserts that there 
is but one causal energy in all the universe, whose operations 
appear both in physical and psychic phenomena?" The mis- 
understanding suggested as possible would consist in thinking 
that Professor Giddings meant to' assert anything whatever con- 
cerning the metaphysical nature of energy. I was inclined to 
think that he would regard that as a work of supererogation 
and hold that it is only to the phenomenal manifestations of 
energy that we apply, as descriptive terms, the adjectives "physi- 
cal" and "psychic." By the expression "all social energy is 
transmuted physical energy" does he mean that all social energy 
is of a particular kind, or only that there is, so, far as we know, 
but one energy operative in the causation of all phenomena, includ- 
ing social phenomena? Does Professor Giddings really mean 
the word "physical" to' be descriptive of the nature of ultimate 
causal energy, as opposed to its effects? If so, I erred in attrib- 
uting to, him my own reticence in regard to the nature of 
ultimate causation, interpreting his language too' much in terms 
of my own thought. However, neither interpretation would 
conflict with the point of my paragraph, which was that "as the 
biologist no longer makes reference to' a 'vital force,' so the 
sociologist need make nco reference to' a social force" (p. 633). 
Here as elsewhere the real issue is untouched by the reply. 

The next criticism offered is that I use the word "meta- 
physical" in four senses, viz., to mean non-phenomenal, non- 
scientific, speculative, and mystical. But the objector points out 
with no difficulty what I mean in each case, aind he does not, for 
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he certainly cannot, say that the meanings are inconsistent with 
each other; and if the meanings given the word are both intelli- 
gible and consistent, the fact that I load it with significance 
certainly does not make the denial that sociology requires anythinig 
metaphysical "non-significant." If he had shown that these four 
epithets are not applicable to the metaphysical elements for which 
he contends, he would halve done something to the purpose- 
thouigh it nmight have been to corrobo,rate my view that nothing 
of that so'rt is essential to sociology. 

The quotation from Kant alluded to is so far from being con- 
tradicted by me that it might be inserted in my discussion without 
a jar. 

The inconsistency next attributed to me is made apparent 
only by ignoring my frank qualifications and explicit statements 
of the sense in which I use the words "public" and "permanent." 

An apparent petitio' principii is, constructed by forcing 
upon me what I definitely exclude from my claim. The 
charge is that I "covertly include" a metaphysical ele- 
ment when I admit the importance olf the inference of simi- 
larity of experience which we make when men under similar 
conditions evince conduct like our own. On the contrary, I 
make a positive and a detailed argument for the completely non- 
metaphysical character of such inference. This argument is con- 
tained in pages 626, 627, 628, also 63i, 632, and summarized 
on pages 637, 638. Moreover, the gist of what he says in this 
co'nnection seems to, be the assumption that whenever one includes 
in his reasoning facts "of his own experience" he is in the field 
of metaphysics-which is a petitio prncipii. 

The quotation of Professor Baldwin's remark about the par- 
rot has no bearing on my argument. I did not mistake parrot 
imitation for real and "available" social imitation, and it is hard 
to see how anyone could think that I did. I argued that to 
observe the outward acts of others, and to interpret them in the 
way which I described, sufficed to account for our imitating, 
either by mere "idiomotor suggestion," for the sake of the out- 
ward act, for the sake of the outward consequences of the act, 
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or for the sake of inner experience. Indeed, this particular 
misapprehension of my poisition seems perhaps a little more sur- 
prising than any other could; to one who, has read my discussion 
of the proposition "soicial phenomena are psychic" the ineptitude 
of attributing this superficiality to me will be additionally mani- 
fest. 

The argument contained in the last seven and a half pages of 
my article, which seems to me as vital to, the question as any, is 
not referred to, in this reply. 

It seems particularly unfortunate that Dr. Fogel did not turn 
to my discussion of sociological explanation, to which allusion 
is made above,2 for it is especially in sociological explanation 
that he thinks metaphysical elements are necessary. The diver- 
gence between his conception of sociological explanation and 
mine is so great that it is probably fruitless for us to argue the 
matter until he becomes aware that to, me "motives" do, not, in 
and of themselves, afford sociological explanations, but that 
prevalent sentiments, desires, and motives are among the social 
phenomena, requiring to be identified and explained. 

The case appears to be this: Dr. Fogel proclaims that meta- 
physical elements are necessary to sociology. His statement 
seems to, throw a kind of haze over the objects of sociological 
study, toi which I object, claiming that they are as truly phenome- 
nal, and amenable to as purely scientific treatment, as are the 
objects studied by other sciences. To make that position clear, I 
outline an adequate method of approach to, the very heart and 
center of the stream of psychic activities which, together with 
their physical manifestations, constitute the social reality. The 
adequacy of the method proposed is the only significant question 
in the premises. If he had shown that my proposed method, by 
excluding everything "non-phenomenal, non-scientific, specula- 
tive, or mystical," omits some essential element from the treat- 
ment of sociological facts, I might have had the opportunity to 
proive my sincerity and good-will by thankfully accepting his 

- I have a forthcoming article further discussing the causation of psychic 
phenomena. 
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criticism. But he practically confines, himself to, saying that 
I "covertly include" an undefined metaphysical element, and 
to attempting an argumentum ad hominem by attributing toi m,e 
(justly or otherwise) certain misunderstandings, and inaccura- 
cies, thus, if I interpret him fairly, reducing the present discussion 
to the question whether I misunderstood Dr. Fogel's original 
article oir Dr. Fogel tnisunderstoold me, o,r each misunderstood 
the other-a p,roblem of no, scientific importance. 
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